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Sample defects
There are literally hundreds of possible defects and many not immediately apparent. It is risky to generalise
on conditions or defects of a property. There is no typical ‘set of defects’ for a particular house or site. Every
house is unique; built, sited and maintained differently. This underlines the importance of a engaging a
qualified and professional inspection service to provide a thorough inventory of all defects and to assess the
overall condition.
Included in this document is just a sample of some typical and not so typical defects. Typically an extensive
digital photographic record is made with a selection of photos used in the reports where graphic
representation supports the findings. All other defects found at the time of the inspection are written into the
reports. Finally the report is an excellent tool for planning future maintenance and identifying rectification
work required.

Defects are categorized into 6 areas as described below.
These descriptions are clearly defined in AS4349.1-2007 Table 3.3 “Type of Defects.”

A-Damage: visual disruption or breakage resulting in loss of value or the impairment of usefulness,
B-Distortion, warping and twisting: a change in the shape of an image resulting from imperfections
from its intended location,

C-Water penetration, damp related: the presence of moisture and/or egress or entry of forms of
water and dampness into unintended locations,

D-Material deterioration | rusting, rotting, corrosion, decay: alteration of the products or elements
original intended finish,

E-Operational: not being fit for proper functioning and /or ready for use,
F-Installations & Appearance: inappropriate fitting and finish of a products intended use
A further important subset of defects, are those that may compromise safety of the occupants. These include
items such as smoke detection, swimming pool safety, trip hazards, fall protection such as balustrades, slip
hazards such as steep paths or some ceramic floor surfaces, hearth stipulations.

TYPICAL DEFECTS SITE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
12.

Inadequate surface inlet drainage. Very common and crucial in high rainfall,subtropical areas.
Paving falls towards house.
Wavy, damaged or timber rot/decay to fences.
Termite nests in stored timber or wood piles around or under house
Cracked uneven or undulating paving: this being a trip hazard.
Damage to paving or footings from tree roots.
Uneven step heights; this being a safety hazard.
HWS overflow condensation not collected into a fixed point of drainage. Damp areas attract termites.
Unstable or cracked retaining walls.
Cracked or damaged council crossover.
Untreated or timbers used that are not resistant to termite attack in direct contact with ground.
Sheds are typically poorly built and maintained with little attention for waterproofing or termite barriers.
Swimming pool safety: gates that do not automatically close.
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SAMPLE DEFECTS - SUBFLOOR

Photos from top-down, left to right:
1.No termite barrier and no tie down to pier.
Transverse bearer not fully supported.
2. Joists laid sideways and spaced too far apart.
Consequence: joist deformation, undulating and
springy floor.
3. Poor surface inlet drainage and diversion can, left
unchecked, compromise footings over time.
4. Rusted/corroded surface protection at base of
metal pier.
5. Floor joist cut for sewerage pipe
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SAMPLE DEFECTS - EXTERIOR

Photos from top-down, left to right:
1. Ponding of wind blown water around doors. Incorrect fall and a slip hazard.
2. Door frame out of square due to differential settlement in foundations. Door binding on top edge and
open along lower edge at stile.
3. Aluminium sliding door placed in area without deck or barrier for protection from falling.
4. Balustrade under the required minimum height of 1.0m.
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SAMPLE DEFECTS - EXTERIOR

Photos from top-down, left to right:
1. No separation joint around drainage inlet for down pipe.
2. Timber decay and rot in stair tread, stringer and balustrade post
3. Membrane installed over subfloor ventilation in areas. A moist sub-floor environment is prone to termite
attack and wood decay.
4. Cracked window pane: small but common defect.
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SAMPLE DEFECTS - EXTERIOR

Photos from top-down, left to right:
1. Wall cladding over edge of window sill allowing water to enter in directly into the wall framing. Timber
decay to sill.
2. Cracked ceramic tile sill.
3. The ground level here was sloped back towards the house and the timber framing and cladding in direct
contact with the ground. Highly prone to entry of moisture, timber rot and termite attack.
4. Down pipe not connected to stormwater drainage.
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SAMPLE DEFECTS - ROOF

Photos from top-down, left to right:
1. Tree branch against gutter will cause damage to gutter in strong winds
2. Intersecting roof planes in opposite direction. Poor design and detailing. Difficult to waterproof and
maintain waterproofing.
3. Flue outlet clogged with soot and resin.
4. Gutters full with leaves and grass! Prone to flooding, overflow and corrosion. Overhanging trees require
additional maintenance and care. Further, roof sheeting is stained by leaf matter.
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SAMPLE DEFECTS - ROOF SPACE

Photos from top-down, left to right:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reflective layer on underside of roof insulation has separated.
Exhaust fan from wet areas such as bathroom vents into unventilated roof space.
Ditto point 2 and ceiling insulation not in place.
Roof has been insulated but outside gable ends have not been insulated. The full outside envelope
needs to be insulated in particular for a new house to meet BASIX energy requirements.
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SAMPLE DEFECTS - INTERIOR
Interior defects in reports are tabled on a room by room basis. See sample report for the structure and
inventory of interior defects.
Some typical and common defects are as follows:
1. Binding doors, no stops with damage to wall or underside of wet area doors not painted with subsequent
water penetration and surface damage.
2. Cracked or drummy ceramic tiles in areas.
3. Discolored and mould stained grouting (joints between tiles).
4. Delaminated surface linings to shelves in cupboards.
5. Leaking showers, leaking taps, broken seal at shower bases or baths. Subsequent water damage to
subfloor structure.
6. Frayed or damaged edges at junction with other floor finishes of eg. carpet, vinyl etc
7. Irregular stair riser heights in particular the last or first tread: this being a safety hazard.
8. Mould stains on ceilings or in corners of walls due to poor ventilation and/or rising damp or water
ingress.
9. Binding windows.
10. No seals to door reveals and u/s door for conditioned areas.
11. Cracked window pains, failing glazing seals.
12. Smoke alarms not in position, battery operated or batteries out of charge.
13. Kitchen benches damaged typically on edges or around taps.
14. Cupboard doors are often binding and require adjustment.
15. Damaged fly screens.
16. Damaged, tarnished, binding or loose door hardware.
17. Work conducted to an ʻun-tradesman likeʼ level.
18. Incomplete works. Not formally a defect.
19. Incorrectly configured hearths.
20. Door thresh holds damaged.
21. Incorrect falls in wet areas towards living areas instead of floor waste.
22. Water damaged to vanity cupboards
23. Finishes and fittings in wardrobes are typically worn or damaged.
24. Asbestos was used in many buildings for many applications prior to 1986. Removal is costly; renovation
unprotected brings elevated health risks.
25. Faulty flush mechanism in toilet cistern.
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